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CMO_Kymar says:
@ ::monitors the readout of the nebula from his console on the Challenger::

XO_Friday says:
::on the bridge, still waiting for Dr Rehsus to get back to him on the dragon age legend thing::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Sitting at helm controls of Challenger trying to keep the ride as smooth as possible::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::at the science console on the Challenger awaiting the data from the probe that has gone into the energy beings::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::searches exo-historical database on related phenomenon::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sits in the center seat wondering what's taking Dr. Rehsus so long::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Augustus is on the bridge reviewing scans::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO/CEO: I'm getting some readings.... the gravitons are standing waves and the polarons are in odd patterns.... this is strange they are normally in a random pattern... and these aren't.

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: What does that mean? I'm a doctor, not a quantom physisist

CIV_Walker says:
::Arrives back on the bridge via turbolift and steps out, looking around for a moment::

XO_Friday says:
::looks down at the comm panel, wondering if Rehsus has fallen and hurt himself or something::

Dr Rehsus says:
#COMM: QIb: Captain, I am sending what data we have on the dragons according to folklore.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Ssir the party is still heading toward the cave withthe ragons and the strange enity

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: Besides them being contrary to the natural order of the universe?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Understood Lt.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Waits for the data to be transmited::

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
#::transmits data::

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: ::thinks for a moment:: It's been a long time since i was at the accademy but im beginning to remember. When they are not in order, as normal polarons and standing waves are...that means that somthing abnormal is hapeneing in this quadrant of space...right?

XO_Friday says:
::looks down as his console beeps and he sits up straighter:: CO: Got it sir.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: I still don't know what it means.  But yes, something is definitely there.

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: :;nods:: Can you find out what it is that makes these patterns...different?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::As Challenger is bounced around:: CMO: I would say abnormal and rather turbulent

XO_Friday says:
::reads everything over that the good doctor sent them:: CO: Similar legends to the ancient Chinese on Earth, sir.

Mabon says:
$::swats the probe back at the shuttle::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps the console on his chair to network into the recieved data::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Hmmmmmm, so they do worship them in a way.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: I will try Doctor.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@ ::sees the probe debris approaching the Challenger and hits the helm controls to veer out of the way:: CMO/SO: Incoming!!

XO_Friday says:
CO: I don't really remember any legends about the Chinese going off to slay their dragons, however.

CIV_Walker says:
::Walks past Friday and steps over to Ops to continue what he was doing 'before'::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: Doc.... they just threw the probe back at us!

CMO_Kymar says:
@::holds on tight to his chair:: CEO/SO: Was that our probe!?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO:  Has anyone tried communicating with the energy beings?

XO_Friday says:
::gets up, letting Walker take back OPS::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: We still don't know they're going to slay it Number One.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: Yes.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: What was left of it sir

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO/SO: Did they not like out message?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO/CEO: Well, at least it's a reaction.

The knights make a cautious approach towards the cave of the dragons

XO_Friday says:
::looks up at the viewscreen with the natives all dressed up in battle armour, slowly getting closer to the cave:: CO: It sure looks that way to me.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO/XO: Sirs I think they may not slay it, but I believe they will endeavor to try and accomplish that goal

XO_Friday says:
::turns to Yamamoto:: CSO: I don't think we have actually. You want to try that?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: They don't want us involved that's plain to understand.

CTO_Augustus says:
::watches the knights approach::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Sir, we can not even be sure that they recieved our message. The probe itself may have just been an irritant

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Looks can be decieving Commander. ::Watches::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::brings up communications array::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir look they are going to attack it

CIV_Walker says:
::Looks back down at the console, mumbling:: Favour the bold...

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: Perhaps if we talked with the natives they could shed some light?

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO/CEO: How did they destroy it and would they do the same to our shuttle if we got too close? Scan the probe debris

XO_Friday says:
::turns to Walker:: CIV: Good to see you're ok ensign. Can you check in with the Challenger?

A Giant oversized being materalizes before the cave, struck with awe the knights dismount and fall to their knees

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir..if they succeed in killing it do you think we might be able to get a sample of its DNA?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::scanning the probe debris::

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO/XO: Look..........

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: I would not recommend getting too close to them sir

CIV_Walker says:
::Glances over at Friday:: XO: Yes... ::tags to the end:: ...sir.

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: I dont intend to, but they might get closer to us

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: I will agree with Q'tor.

CTO_Augustus says:
::starts to scan the entity::

XO_Friday says:
::turns to look at the viewscreen:: CSO: Yamamoto, what is that?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
COMM: Nebulous Beings:  Entities residing in the stellar nursury, this is the United Federations of Planets Starship QIb.  We are on a peaceful mission of explorations.  Please identify yourselves.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: That being is stopping them

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: I shall endeaver to keep our distance sir

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO:  A giant?... sir

CIV_Walker says:
::Hails the challenger:: COMM: Challenger: Shuttlecraft Challenger, this is the IKS QIb, respond.

XO_Friday says:
CSO: Thanks, I can see that much...

A voice resonates through the Challenger "I am that I am"

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: They have the power to terraform a planet, create a star and travel at warp 23... I say we keep our distance and attempt to communicate with the natives down below.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: It's energy, nothing but energy ::makes some adjustments again::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods and turns to the comm:: COMM:QIb: This is the Challenger...::hears the voice::...what in the...?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::Holds hands to ears:: CMO/SO: What was that?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: You wanted to talk to it.

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: I think I might have my chance. where did it come from and how was it transmitted to us?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: I believe it is ... the energy beings.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::tracking where the sound is coming from::

Energy Beings say:
Challenger Crew: We have held stuardship over this world for aeons, as we have done to other worlds before this. We strive to bring more intelligence to the universe.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Sir, I recommend that we keep an open com link to the QIb...let them hear this also

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Watches in awe::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods and contacts the QIb:: COMM: QIb: IKS QIb, this is the Challenger. We are getting a message from the Energy Beings, we are keeping this comm channel open so that you may hear it

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir I have a transporter lock on the party if the being attacks I can transport them away. They will probably deduce that it is being done by the being

On the planet, the dragons come out of the cave and with a wave of the giant figures hand they disappear

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Negative Lt. We can't interfere.

CIV_Walker says:
::Wonders about the odd reactions from the Challenger crew to apparently nothing that is filtering over the comm:: COMM: Challenger: Ok, I'll put it on speakers.

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: I don't like this at all

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: They are explaining their presence here.  Perhaps we should do the same?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::makes sure that the voice is recorded::

The Knight's armor is changed into a uniform color and pattern

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir I just want to let you know that when he did that the scanners went of the chart, and I have no clue where they went either

XO_Friday says:
::watches the viewscreen:: CTO: Well, looks like you aren't going to be getting any dragon DNA to play with..

CIV_Walker says:
XO: Commander, Lieutenant Kymar reports that there are recieving some sort of 'voice' over their comm, I've put their comm link on speakers.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::thinks about it and comes to a decision: stand up and make a speech:: Energy Being: I am Lt. Kymar Dremel, Chief Medical Officer onboard the IKS QIb. Our mission is also to bring intelligence to the universe and our people

XO_Friday says:
::looks at Augustus:: CTO: Work with Akira, get them back.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Yes, but where did they go?  I didn't detect anything going up the taps

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::monitoring the origin of the transmission::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::looks back around at the doctor::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: You want the dragons back?

XO_Friday says:
CIV: Thank you Mr Walker... ::doesn't hear anything:: You sure you have them on?

CMO_Kymar says:
@::looks down at Q'tor and shrugs::

Energy Beings say:
CMO: Then welcome, I note that you also have something called the prime directive, this is wise.

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Sensors, lieutenant. The sensors I want back.

CTO_Augustus says:
::is trying to comprehend the patterns that the knights now wear in their armor::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: Akira, what do you think just happened

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::thinking they know more about us than we thought.... :: CMO/CEO: They have obviously studied the duckblind team.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Listens and watches with satisfaction::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  All sensors are in working order.  We are being prevented from witnessing what is going on.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: At the very least kept an eye on them

On the planet a number of scrolls appear in the hand of the Giant. He tosses them down onto the ground and his image disappates.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::clears his throat:: Energy Being: We do, it is our highest rule. May I ask a question of you? ::hopes not to anger them into killing us all::

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: I concur

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: You want to launch a probe sir

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  I wouldn't do that...

XO_Friday says:
::squints at the viewscreen:: CTO: Not right now...what just happened down there?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Eyes widen as the giant disappears::

Energy Beings say:
CMO: Doctor, our time of waiting here is at an end, soon these will develop  new means of finding things out, and they no longer need our help or guidence

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::analyzing sensors to detect the differences in the energy patterns from before and now that they are communicating with us::

Energy Beings say:
CMO: Doctor, we have observed your observers, they are welcome to stay and watch as another species slowly calws it's way into space

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::believes the energy beings have a code that is the complete opposite of the Prime Directive::

CMO_Kymar says:
@Energy Beings: Then on behalf of the United Federation of Planets we thank you. ::wonders if thats a bit formal::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO/CEO: I'm getting subtle changes in the energy patterns.

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: Could that be how they communicate?

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: You getting this?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Being is dissipating

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Affirmative.  XO: Sir, sensors are back online.  Energy is moving into space.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: I don't know if its due to the communication or... the fact that they are telling us they are leaving.... the patterns are shifting......

XO_Friday says:
CSO/CTO: Track it.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO/CEO: With the energy change, will their going be peaceful and explosion free, or will there be fire and danger?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Ready for departure on your command sir ::fingers hovering over the helm controls::

On the Planet, the Knights reverently pick up the scrolls and depart in different directions

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: I do not think they intend to cause harm to the people there.  But in fact, to help them evolve.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I am attempting to track but it seems to be literally breaking apart

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: Indeed, they sounded like they would...miss having someone to shape and evolve

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Not being the "I told you so type." Watches in satisfaction that they did the right thing::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::monitors sensors to record the energy patterns and their movements::

XO_Friday says:
::sighs:: CO: Yes sir, I know. You told me so. ::sits down in his own chair::

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: Hold on a moment, we dont want to leave yet. Just back us off a little

The Energy pattern that had been on the planet shifts out into space on a vector that will take him past the nebula and far out into space.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO/CEO: I wonder how many other planets they have.... 'shaped'.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Aye sir ::hits a few controls and the Challenger slowly begins to back away::

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO:  Are you seeing this

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO/CEO: We would have to ask them...

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO/CEO: I'm reading movement.  The other energy patterns are following the previous one that has left the planet.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Raises his eyebrow in almost Vulcan fashion at his XO::

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: Can you get a fix on their trajectory? find out where they might be going next?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::nods::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO: Affirmative.  Energy "being" from the planet is moving on what appears to be an intercept vector with the others.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::recalibrates long range sensors::  CMO: They are heading towards the Horsehead Nebula.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: I concur, but it is hard to tell where they are going from here though

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: The horsehead nebula, are there any inhabited planets in that area of space?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::brings up a screen with the planets of that region::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: Not yet Doc.  Not yet.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::observing the planet classes in that sector of space.::

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: ::nods:: We will have to monitor that area of space closely...we may have figured out how life was created

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Lets wrap this one up Number One. ::Sits back::

XO_Friday says:
CO: Aye sir. CIV: Mr Walker, could you please inform the Challenger that they are wanted back here.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: There are no planets in that sector capable of supporting any form of life as we know it.

XO_Friday says:
CTO/CSO: Did either of you get a fix on where the energy beings were headed?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Oh yes sir somewhere over to the right by the third or fourth star

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: They have the ability to terraform, as they showed on this planet, so we might just see some new planets and civilizations born. Who knows?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir they are hauling and it is hard to keep a fix on them

XO_Friday says:
CIV: Once that's done, contact Dr Rehsus, see if he needs any further assistance.

XO_Friday says:
CTO: Ok, let's hope the Challenger crew got a better look than we did.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::sits back down in his chair:: CEO: Take us back to the QIb, we've done all we can here

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO: Sir, they are travelling at warp in normal space.  The beings did not enter sub-space.  Do you realize the amount of energy required to do that?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: I'll agree, however, the creation of planets and civilizations takes time.  I would suggest contacting Star Fleet and having a team sent to monitor the energy beings.

CIV_Walker says:
::Nods to Friday and prepares a message to the Challenger:: COMM: Challenger: Challenger, this is the QIb, you're to report back to the Ship.

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
#COMM: QIb: Captain, I am recieving preliminary reports that they have had a visit from one of their Gods, they have been given new "instructions". I am waiting to see what they entail. This is just so exciting a time to be on a planet!!

XO_Friday says:
CSO: Seems to me the laws of physics would be slightly altered for pure energy.

CTO_Augustus says:
::trying to compute where they might be heading at their current heading::

CMO_Kymar says:
@COMM: QIb: This is the Challenger, we're on our way

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Aye sir:: Turns the Challenger out of the nebula and heads heads towards the QIb::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO:  Einstein's equation still holds.   Infinite.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO:  Unless it had NO mass.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir there is no way to tell, I mean they might even be able tomake numerous jumps with the tech they have and change course and we are still tracking their original warp signature

CMO_Kymar says:
@SO: Good idea, ask Starfleet to send a science vessel up there when we get back to the Ship

XO_Friday says:
::overhears the comm from Rehsus:: CSO: I guess when you're a God nothing is impossible. ::thinks, that sounded kind of stupid::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::nods::

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at the XO::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir you believe in a single entity or creator?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
XO:  Do you really think that they are... I mean that it could be...  God?

XO_Friday says:
CTO/CSO: No I don't. But these people believe the energy beings are Gods...

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Approaching the QIb sir

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
#COMM: QIb: Captain, did you copy my last? We have a copy and are working on the translation now.

XO_Friday says:
CSO/CSO: Who knows? They travelled well beyond our theoritical limit of velocity.

CMO_Kymar says:
@CEO: ::nods:: Notify them we are here and tell them to get the doors open ::chuckles::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Wakes up from his daydream::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@COMM: QIb: QIb this is Challenger requesting permission to dock

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Can you say they are not sir?

CIV_Walker says:
CO: Message from Dr. Rehsus. ::Plays the messages:: The commlink is open.

Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM: Rehsus: Copy that Dr. Anything else?

XO_Friday says:
CTO: I cannot say they are, and I cannot say they aren't. They are obviously much more advanced than we are, at the very least.

CIV_Walker says:
COMM: Challenger: Standby Challenger. ::Opens the space doors for the Main Cargobay::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir, you have a tendancy of late to make understatements ::smiles::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::unstraps the seat belt::  CEO: Nice piloting Q'tor.  A little bumpy, but expected.

CIV_Walker says:
COMM: Challenger: Challenger, you are clear for docking in the Main Cargobay, the approach vector is your choice. The bay is open and ready.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::watches as the Main Cargo Bay doors open up and gently guides the Challenger inside::

Host Dr_Rehsus says:
#COMM: QIb: Captain, there are a load of verses, but from the first 11 of them, they have been handed, allowing for errors and custom... then ten commandments of Terran history. I would say that is a good start.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@SO: I wouldn't unstrap yourself just yet....I haven't landed.

CTO_Augustus says:
::Listens to the comm between the CO and the Dr., shakes his head::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Do you want to head toward the Challenger for pick up?

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::smiles slightly::  CEO: It would be a shame to crash on our way home.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::grins:: CEO/SO: Thank you both for such a wonderful Away Mission. Always good to have a great crew and make the first command easy

XO_Friday says:
CTO: No they can come to us. ::grins::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Laughs:: COMM: Rehsus: Yeah a real good start Dr. Turner out.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: Thanks Doc, anytime.

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CMO: And it was a pleasure to serve with you.

There is a loud clang as a minor part of the Challenger is knocked off on a movable cart

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::lands the Challenger inside the Cargo bay with a little bit of a bump, then begins powering down:: CMO/SO: We're back

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir, standing down yellow alert sir?

XO_Friday says:
::feels the ship shudder slightly:: CTO: What was that?!

CMO_Kymar says:
@::is glad he didn't undo his belt when the crash comes:: CEO: What did you do!?!

SO_Lorenzo says:
@CEO: Well it was almost a perfect landing...  ::grins::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::looks back at the Doctor:: CMO: I landed

CIV_Walker says:
::closes the Main Cargobay door::

CTO_Augustus says:
::shakes his head::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::shakes his head and clucks his tounge at Q'tor:: CEO: my, my, my, I'm ashamed I even complemented you now ::grins::

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::laughs:

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: That was the Challenger coming home

CMO_Kymar says:
@::undoes his belt and gets up out of the chair, grabbing his med kit on the way::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Thinks Q'tor won't like this::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Q'tor getting rusty?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: I never claimed to be a pilot, doctor

SO_Lorenzo says:
@::begins to transmit all their data to Science lab 1::

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: You think I am going to ask him that, or make a statement like that to him?

XO_Friday says:
*CMO*: Report doctor, why is the ship being banged up by a simple landing?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::chuckles::  CTO:  At least he won't kill  you for saying it.

CMO_Kymar says:
*XO*: Sorry about that sir, it appears Q'tor has not had landing lessons in some time

CEO_Q`tor says:
::unstraps himself and heads out into the cargo bay::

CMO_Kymar says:
::walks outside and takes a look at the piece of Challenger laying 20 feet across the cargo bay::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::finally gets up and follows the away team out... stops to stare at the piece of the Challenger on the ground::

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: That is only because I am marrying his cousin

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Well... congratulations.... I think.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks at the Challenger and then over to the piece broken off, then over to the doctor:: CMO: I'll have that fixed

CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles to himself and heads for the TL:: TL: Sickbay

CMO_Kymar says:
CEO: I know you will, Q'tor :;chuckles and the doors to the TL close::

CIV_Walker says:
::Presses a few buttons:: XO: Cargobay is secure, the hatches are battoned down... ready to go.

SO_Lorenzo says:
::smiles:: CEO: It's not an important piece... I say the shuttle looks better with it off.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  If you live through the honeymoon.

XO_Friday says:
CIV: Good stuff. ::turns to Turner:: CO: Ok Captain, I think we're ready to move on out of here.

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: You don't mean to dishonor my bride to be do you Akira?  ::smiling::

CEO_Q`tor says:
SO: Hmmph

SO_Lorenzo says:
::laughs::

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Alright.

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and hes gets off before heading into his office to have a sit down::

XO_Friday says:
CO: Where to?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: I need a brief moment of your time

Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Lets head back to base. Warp factor 6.5.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: In private

SO_Lorenzo says:
::walks past the debris and towards the turbolift::

FCO_Meyi says:
CO: Aye sir warp 6.5. ::finger over the engage button::

Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Belay that order.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::heads off towards the TL and the bridge::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Thinks of some business they need to attend to::

FCO_Meyi says:
CO: Ok... ::cancels out the order::

SO_Lorenzo says:
TurboLift: Deck 1.

Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Lay in a course for Q'onos.

Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Warp 6.5. Engage.

FCO_Meyi says:
CO: Q`onos sir? ::pauses:: Aye. ::engage::

Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: That's right. XO: You have the conn.

XO_Friday says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands:: CTO: My ready room then Lt.

CTO_Augustus says:
::stands up:: CO: Aye sir

CTO_Augustus says:
::Slaves TAC 1 into CSO console::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::enters the bridge and looks around at everyone waiting for comments about his landing::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO:  Got it.

CTO_Augustus says:
::Follows the CO into his RR::

SO_Lorenzo says:
::arrives on the bridge::

XO_Friday says:
CEO: Mr Q`tor...getting a bit rusty eh?

SO_Lorenzo says:
::reports to her CSO::  CSO: Welcome back Sir.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
SO:  Thanks.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks the XO square in the eye:: XO: I do not believe so sir

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters the RR::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads to his desk and sits on the edge::

CTO_Augustus says:
::with CO::

CTO_Augustus says:
::enters and stands at attention::

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: I wanted to get everyones attention

CIV_Walker says:
::loks at Q`tor:: CEO: Gonna need a bit of superglue for that scratch, I think. ::turns back away and chuckles::

XO_Friday says:
CEO: ::raises an eyebrow:: Of course commander.

SO_Lorenzo says:
::smiles at Q'tors comment::

XO_Friday says:
CEO: I trust the Challenger will be back to normal by the time we reach Q`onos?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: You know why we are going to Q'nos right?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Uhm............it would be kind of silly to order it if I didn't.

CEO_Q`tor says:
XO: ::looks over at Lorenzo:: The "scratch" as you call it sir, gives the Challenger....character
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